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Abstract Content Based Image Retrieval (CBIR) sys-
tems are meant to retrieve the most similar images of
a collection to a query image. One of the most well-

known models and widely applied for this task is the
Bag of Visual Words model (BoVW). In this paper, we
introduce a study of different information gain models

used for the construction of a visual vocabulary. In the
proposed framework, information gain models are used
as a discriminative information to index image features

and select the ones that have the highest information
gain values. We introduce some extensions to further
improve the performance of the proposed framework:

mixing different vocabularies, and extending the BoVW
to Bag of Visual Phrases (BoVP). Exhaustive experi-
ments show the interest of Information Gain models on

our retrieval framework.
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1 Introduction

In the last decade, along with the development of new
technologies, it has become really easy to create and
share pictures online. This phenomenon leads to an ex-

ponential growth of image databases implying a need
for new methodologies to manage such very large num-
ber of images, not only effectively but also efficiently.

One of the most popular methods for CBIR is the

Bag of Visual Words model [4,25]. In this model, images
are represented by histograms of visual words and those
histograms are used to index all images in the database.

Much research was done to enhance the performance
of BoVW model [12,19]. In [12], authors added some
spatial information into BoVW model by dividing the

image into a spatial pyramid (sub-regions), and then a
BoVW framework is applied to calculate the histogram
of local features in each sub-region. Those histograms

are then combined together to form the image repre-
sentation. The method proposed by Pedrosa et al. [19]
finds the co-occurrences of local features in the images

to make visual phrases which are claimed to be more
discriminative than visual words. Histograms of visual
phrases are then used by authors for indexing images.

In [27], we proposed a new method to construct in-
crementally a visual vocabulary based on Information

Gain (IG) that combines a saliency map and an IG
model, tf-idf. The saliency map of an image is gener-
ated with a visual attention model. These bio-inspired

models [9,16] are based on psycho-visual features while
others also make use of several low-level features [7].
In this paper, we extend our research [14] and evaluate

the effects of different IG models using the iterative vi-
sual words selection algorithm. We present a detailed
study of four different IG models: tf-idf [24], tfc [24],

bm25 [23] and entropy [15]. We exploit those models
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to iteratively filter out candidate words with low IG

value, in order to retain only the best words in the fi-
nal vocabulary. Exhaustive experiments on well-known
datasets with several descriptors are implemented to

highlight the difference between models. Some exten-
sion methods that further improve the performance of
the BoVW model are also introduced: mixing the vo-

cabularies obtained by different IG models as well as
extending the BoVW to Bag of Visual Phrases (BoVP)
to see the effect of new vocabulary selection scheme on

the performance of BoVP.
The remainder of this article is structured as fol-

lows: we provide a brief overview of related works in

Section 2. We present our global framework and the in-
formation gain evaluation in Section 3 and detail the
related experiments in Section 4. Further improvement

mechanisms are introduced in Section 5, including a dis-
cussion on the findings of our study. Section 6 concludes
and opens some perspectives.

2 State of the art

The Bag of Visual Words (BoVW) model proposed by
Csurka et al. [4] was inspired by the Bag of Words model
[8] of the Information Retrieval domain. The BoVW

model is composed of three main steps: feature detec-
tion, feature extraction and vocabulary construction.
The purpose of the BoVW model is to represent im-

ages by histograms of local features, i.e. visual words,
which defines the visual vocabulary. The feature detec-
tion step selects a set of interest points which contain

rich local information about the image and uses the lo-
cal patches around these points to describe an image.
Feature extraction converts each local patch around all

interest points of the image into a numerical vector.
Finally, the vocabulary construction defines a set of vi-
sual words as a base, i.e. the visual vocabulary. Each

local feature in the image is then assigned to one visual
word presented in the visual vocabulary. Finally, this
frequency histogram of visual words defines the image

signature, which is used for indexing all the images in
a database.

Improving the BoVW model has been an active re-

search topic recently, and lots of methodologies have
been introduced to enhance the performance of this
model, as detailed below. For example, Fisher Kernel

[20] or Vector of Locally Aggregated Descriptors (VLAD)
[11] are efficient models introduced to enhance the BoVW
model. The first approach has been used by Perronnin

and Dance [20] on visual vocabularies for image cate-
gorisation. They proposed to apply Fisher Kernels to
visual vocabularies represented by means of a Gaussian

Mixture Model (GMM). In comparison to the BoVW

representation, fewer visual words are required by this

more sophisticated representation. VLAD is introduced
by Jégou et al. [11] and can be seen as a simplifica-
tion of the Fisher kernel. Considering a codebook C

= c1, . . . , ck of k visual words generated with k-means,
each local descriptor x is associated to its nearest visual
word ci = 1 − NN(x). The idea of VLAD is to accu-

mulate, for each visual word ci, the differences x − ci
for all vectors x assigned to ci.

Ren et al. [22] extend the BoVW model into Bag of
Bags of Visual Words. First, images are represented as
a connected graph by segmenting the images into parti-

tions using the Normalized Cut methodology. Then the
classical BoVWmodel is applied to each individual sub-
graph and each sub-graph has its own histogram of vi-

sual words. The signature of the image is the concatena-
tion of histograms of every sub-graph. By using several
resolutions, which define the number of sub-graphs per

image, they also use an approach named Irregular Pyra-
mid Matching (IPM) for image representation instead
of classical spatial pyramid matching [13]. Alqasrawi et

al. [2] have also used the BoVW model and colour infor-
mation with a spatial pyramid representation to obtain
good performance for nature image classification. For

a similar application, Yeganli et al. [30] have proposed
an approach mixing several dictionaries learned from
multiple image resolution patches.

More recent researches show the needs to improve

the BoVW model. First, the Extended Bag of Features
(EBoF), which has been introduced by Tsai et al. [26].
In comparison to classical BoVW, EBoF is found to be

more robust to rotation, translation and scale variations
thanks to the proposed circular-correlation-based algo-
rithm. EBoF model divides an image into fan-shaped

sub-images and the BoVW model is applied to each of
them. A 2D Gaussian weighting scheme is then applied
to remove the contribution of visual words that are lo-

cated far from the center. The histograms of all sub-
images are then combined together to build the image
representation. Abolghasemi et al. [1] have proposed to

construct a dictionary by using an incoherent K-SVD
approach, which speeds up the learning stage and has
shown promising results on medical images. Testing this
interesting way to construct a dictionary is part of our

perspectives.

We have selected 4 information gain models in this
study (as detailed in the next section), that are part
of the most widely-used models. The IG models serve

for generating several vocabularies, that are used in a
CBIR system for an image search task, with the cen-
tral objective to study the effects of IG models on the

quality of the vocabulary.
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3 Evaluation of information gain models

Global Framework

The selection of image features to build the visual
words vocabulary plays an important role in the BoVW

model; a good vocabulary leads to a good image repre-
sentation and thus to a good retrieval accuracy. How-
ever, it is difficult to define what a good vocabulary is.

The original BoVW model employs a clustering algo-
rithm such as k-means to group similar features in the
same cluster and uses the centroids of each group as vi-

sual vocabulary. However, Parsons et al. [18] show that
such clustering algorithms do not have great perfor-
mance in a high dimensional feature space which is the

case of many visual image descriptors. Thus, clustering
algorithms may not be the best choice to construct a
visual vocabulary.

In our previous works [27], we introduced a new

methodology to construct the visual vocabulary that
uses an information gain model based on tf-idf (term
frequency - inverse document frequency [24]), combined
to a saliency information. Instead of using a cluster-

ing algorithm, the proposed method randomly selects
visual words among all features, and then iteratively
filters out words according to an IG criterion:

1. In the first step, a subset of features are randomly
selected from a large and heterogeneous set (typi-

cally the whole set of features from all images in
a dataset) to form the initial vocabulary of visual
words. All remaining features are assigned to their

closest visual word.
2. The second step iteratively identifies visual words

that have the highest IG values in the vocabulary:

visual words with low IG value are then discarded,
and “orphan” descriptors (that were previously as-
signed to discarded words) are re-assigned to the

closest remaining words.

The initial vocabulary is purposely large, and the pro-
cess iterates until the desired vocabulary size is reached.

Figure 1 shows the steps of the proposed approach. The
information gain formulation IG for this work combines
two sources: the tf-idf weighting scheme [24] and Itti’s

saliency maps [9]:

IGw =
nwD

nD
log

N

nw
+

∑
SalwD

nwD
, (1)

where IGw is the IG value of the visual word w, nwD is
the frequency (i.e. the number of occurrences) of w in

the dataset D, nD is the total number of descriptors in
the dataset, N is the number of images in the dataset,
nw is the number of images containing the word w,

and
∑

SalwD is the accumulated saliency values from

Fig. 1 Using Information Gain for Vocabulary Construction

all the keypoints assigned to word w. Note that the
traditional tf for text is defined document-wise, and

the formulation nwD

nD
in Eq. 1 is defined collection-wise.

During each iteration, an amount of words (defined by
a fixed ratio of the current vocabulary size) with lowest

IGw value are discarded. This formulation means that
the only words to be kept in the vocabulary have:

– either a high tf-idf value, i.e. large number of occur-
rences in the collection, only in a limited number of
images,

– or a high saliency score, i.e. high saliency values for
keypoints attached to the word),

– or both a high tf-idf value and a high saliency score.

Experimental results in [27] have shown a precision
increase of around 7% (regardless of the descriptor)
for the proposed framework compared to the original

BoVW model and other state-of-the-art methods. It
highlights the interest of using IG in the selection of
the visual vocabulary. Since the initial set of image fea-

tures is selected randomly, the stability of the proposed
method may be questioned. Experiments described in
[27] with University of Kentucky Benchmark [17] and

PASCALVOC2012 [6] have proved little variations re-
gardless of the descriptor and dataset.

Another interesting results is the fact that there

may exist an optimal vocabulary size (number of vi-
sual words). However, this optimal size changes with
respect to the selected dataset and the used descriptor.

For example, with CMI on UKB, the optimal number
is around 300 and with OpponentSift on Holidays, it is
around 1000.

Information gain models

We propose to evaluate the effect of different IG
models on the construction of visual vocabulary. Other
than tf-idf models, three other IG models are taken into

consideration. We implement the same framework as
introduced in [27], however we use neither the saliency
model nor the stabilization process in order to insure a

fair comparison between the IG. We use the 4 following
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IG formulations for our study [24]: tf-idf, Okapi bm25,

entropy, and tfc. Other IG models exist [3], we based our
study on the mostly used in the Information Retrieval
field.

tf-idf stands for term frequency, inverse document
frequency. It weights a term based on its term frequency
(tf), the more frequently a term appears in a document,

the more important it is for the document (notion of in-
formativeness) and on its inverse document frequency
(idf): the more frequently a term appears in the col-

lection of documents, the less important it is for the
collection (notion of discriminance). Okapi bm25 is a
function that measures the similarity between 2 docu-

ments based on the query term appearing in each doc-
ument. tfc stands for term frequency component. tfc
includes the differences in documents’ length, it can be

considered as the normalised version of tf-idf. Entropy
weighting is calculated based on the distribution of a
term in a single document as well as in the whole col-

lection.

The IG models are implemented and used in our

framework to estimate the IG value for each visual word
w, in the same way as in Eq. 1:

tf -idfw =
N−1∑
j=0

nwj

Cj
.log

N

nw
,

bm25w =
N−1∑
j=0

nwj(k1 + 1)

nwj + k1.(1− b+ b.
Cj

avgdl
)
. log

N − nw + 0.5

nw + 0.5
,

entropyw = −
N−1∑
j=0

nwj . log(nwj),

tfcw =
N−1∑
j=0

nwj

Cj
.log N

nw√
D−1∑
k=0

(
nkj

Cj
.log N

nk
)
2

,

where N is the total number of images in the whole

dataset, nwj is the number of occurrences of visual word
w in image j, Cj is the total number of visual words in
image j and nw is the number of images that contain w,

D is the number of visual word that is used to represent
image j, k1 and b are 2 constant parameters. In our
experiments, we have set k1 = 1.2 and b = 0.75, as

suggested in [23].

4 Experimental results

Three image datasets were considered:

University of Kentucky Benchmark which is pro-
posed by Nistér and Stewénius [17]. This dataset is re-
ferred as UKB to simplify the reading. UKB contains

of 10200 images divided into 2550 groups, each group

consists of 4 images of the same object with different

conditions (rotated, blurred...).

INRIA Holidays [10]: this dataset, referred as Hol-
idays, is a collection of 1491 images, 500 of them are

query images, and the remaining 991 images are the
corresponding relevant images. The evaluation on Hol-
idays is based on mean average precision score (mAP)

[21].

PASCAL Visual Object Classes challenge 2012 [6]

called PASCAL VOC2012, also referred as PASCAL.
There are 17225 images in that database, 11530 are
classified. Images in PASCAL VOC2012 are categorised

into 20 object classes. 11530 classified will be the input
for the retrieval test, the 100 nearest neighbour images
to a query image are retrieved, object classes are the

ground-truth.

Feature extraction : we use the feature extraction
tool provided by Van de Sande et al. [28] to extract

4 widely-used descriptors: SIFT, Color Moment (CM),
Color Moment Invariant (CMI) and OppSIFT. Note
that we apply no keypoint filtering or selection in or-

der to guarantee a common evaluation framework for
all methods. Even though the results could be easily
improved for some methods by using filtering and se-

lection, we wish to ensure a fair comparison.

Vocabulary construction : the vocabularies are

built on PASCAL VOC2012 and used for testing on
PASCAL itself and other 2 datasets: UKB and Holi-
days. For each descriptor, we randomly select a set of

random features from PASCAL database, and use those
features as the initial visual vocabulary. For a fair evalu-
ation, each time a random visual vocabulary is created,

it will be used for all IG models: tf-idf, tfc, bm25 and
entropy. In each iteration, we discard 10% of features
that have smallest IG values to obtain a new vocabu-

lary and use that vocabulary as the input of the next
iteration. Thus, we have the same initial input for all 4
IG models, however the final visual vocabularies used

for retrieval are different.

Information gain BoVW vs Original BoVW

The global comparison between visual words selec-
tion using one of the four IG models and the classic
k-means from the original BoVWmodel (denoted Base-

line) is presented in Table 1. All experiments have been
run using a vocabulary of 256 visual words; the results
in bold highlight the experiments that obtain a better

retrieval result than the classical BoVW method using
k-means. The values between parenthesis indicate dif-
ferences in percentage between both results.

It is noticeable that except bm25, using the vocab-
ulary obtained by IG selection gives us better results

than the classical k-means algorithm. The bottom row
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Table 1 k-means vs Information Gain for BoVW

Descriptor Database Baseline tf-idf bm25 tfc entropy
CM UKB 2.68 2.74(2.2%) 2.58 (-3.7%) 2.73(1.9%) 2.68(0%)

PASCAL 25.29 25.07(-0.9%) 25.58(1.2%) 25.1(-0.8%) 25.44(0.6%)
Holidays 0.5 0.516(3.2%) 0.468(-6.4%) 0.522(4.4%) 0.514(2.8%)

SIFT UKB 2.17 2.19(0.9%) 2.11(-2.8%) 2.21(1.8%) 2.26(4.1%)
PASCAL 35.64 35.58(-0.2%) 34.54(-3.1%) 35.69(0.2%) 35.52(-0.3%)
Holidays 0.316 0.347(9.8%) 0.324(2.5%) 0.349(10.4%) 0.347(9.8%)

CMI UKB 2.96 3.04(2.7%) 2.98(0.7%) 3.06(3.4%) 3.03(2.4%)
PASCAL 28.52 28.18(-1.2%) 27.8(-2.5%) 28.27 (-0.9%) 29.18(2.3%)
Holidays 0.506 0.508(0.4%) 0.49(-3.2%) 0.517(2.2%) 0.524(3.6%)

OppSIFT UKB 2.33 2.39(2.6%) 2.34(0.4%) 2.41(3.4%) 2.4(3%)
PASCAL 35.04 34.8(-0.7%) 34.5(-1.5%) 34.62(-1.2%) 34.7(-1.0%)
Holidays 0.483 0.486(0.7%) 0.47(-2.6%) 0.483(0%) 0.483(0%)

Avg diff 1.63% -1.76% 1.98% 2.28%

Table 2 Mean differences with respect to the datasets

Database tf-idf bm25 tfc entropy
UKB 2.1% -1.35% 2.63% 2.38%

PASCAL -0.75% -1.5% -0.68% 0.4%
Holidays 3.53% -2.43% 4.23% 4.05%

of the table shows the average difference in score of each
IG model against k-means algorithm. We can see that

the results increase by 1.63 % with tf-idf, 1.98 % with
tfc and 2.28 % with entropy.

Table 2 highlights another behavior: the IG model

has different effects with respect to the datasets. This
table presents the average difference score of each IG
model with respect to each dataset. We can see that IG

models have a great performance over UKB and Holi-
days databases, e.g. it increases the average results by
4.23% on Holidays and 2.63% on UKB with tfc model.

However, using IG models does not seem to work very
well on PASCAL, the score differences are very close
to the classical BoVW. This comes from the fact that

PASCAL dataset main objective is classification. Im-
age categories given in PASCAL are more cluttered and
therefore less adapted to our retrieval context.

5 Framework extensions

Previous experiments have demonstrated the impor-
tance of using IG to construct vocabularies.

This observation leads us to the importance of mix-
ing the results to construct a visual vocabulary that
accurately reflects the data. Thus, in this section, we

introduce 2 extensions to improve the performance of
our framework: (1) combination of several vocabularies
to keep only the “best” words – in addition, we com-

pare the results of late versus early combinations, i.e.
after versus during the construction step, and (2) we il-
lustrate how the proposed framework can be applied to

the Bag of Visual Phrases model [5] in order to achieve

even more discriminative representations.

Combination of vocabularies

We propose to mix the vocabularies obtained by it-

erative visual word selection based on all different IG
models, either with a late or with an early combination
strategy. Besides, for each strategy, two methods are

compared to select the best visual words:

Round Robin: best words are selected alternatively
from Ni lists of sorted words (Ni is the number of IG
models) to form a unique sorted list with no duplicate.

Average rank : an average IG-based rank across vocab-
ularies is calculated for each word w using:

r(w) =
1

Ni

Ni∑
i=1

ranki(w), (2)

where ranki(w) is the rank of w given by the IG model

i, and Ni is the number of IG models. Note that we
consider only words that belong to all vocabularies, the
others disregarded. The final vocabulary is made up of

the lowest-rank words.

Late combination: starting from a set of initial can-
didate visual words, we employ different IG models sep-
arately in our iterative process to obtain 4 different

vocabularies containing 256 visual words. Then round
robin or average rank method is applied to build the fi-
nal vocabulary of the same size. Since the performance

of bm25 model is low (because the vocabulary size is
small), we also run a test without including this IG
model.

Table 3 presents all the experiment results of mix-

ing vocabularies after the iterative step. The baseline
is still the classical BoVW model: results in bold indi-
cate retrieval results higher than the baseline. The col-

umn marked as rrAll shows the results of round robin
method using all 4 IG models, column marked as rrBest
shows the result of round robin method with the 3 best

IG models, i.e. all but bm25 . Similarly, column rankAll
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Table 3 Late combination scores

Descriptor Database Baseline rrAll rrBest rankAll rankBest
CM UKB 2.68 2.73(1.7%) 2.72(1.5%) 2.72(1.5%) 2.72(1.5%)

PASCAL 25.29 25.21(-0.3%) 25.36(0.3%) 25.1(-0.8%) 25.18(-0.4%)
Holidays 0.5 0.518(3.5%) 0.529(5.7%) 0.51(2%) 0.521(4.2%)

SIFT UKB 2.17 2.24(3.1%) 2.27(4.7%) 2.22(2.5%) 2.23(2.9%)
PASCAL 35.64 35.24(-1.1%) 35.56(-0.2%) 35.19(-1.3%) 35.45(-0.5%)
Holidays 0.316 0.34(7.6%) 0.345(9%) 0.334(5.8%) 0.344(8.8%)

CMI UKB 2.96 3.06(3.2%) 3.07(3.7%) 3.06(3.4%) 3.06(3.4%)
PASCAL 28.52 28.65(0.5%) 28.7(0.6%) 28.85 (1.2%) 28.51(0%)
Holidays 0.506 0.519(2.6%) 0.522(3.2%) 0.52(2.7%) 0.516(2.0%)

OppSIFT UKB 2.33 2.41(3.3%) 2.41(3.3%) 2.4(2.8%) 2.41(3.3%)
PASCAL 35.04 34.39(-1.9%) 34.87(-0.5%) 34.46(-1.7%) 34.61(-1.2%)
Holidays 0.483 0.476(-1.4%) 0.479(-0.7%) 0.479(-0.7%) 0.485(0.4%)

Mean Difference 1.74% 2.56% 1.45% 2.04%

shows the result of average rank method with all 4 vo-
cabularies and column rankBest with only 3 vocabular-
ies. The bottom row shows the average difference for all

descriptors and datasets.

As expected, eliminating the bm25 -based vocabu-
lary gives better average results. Mixing the vocabu-
lary from tf-idf, entropy and tfc almost yields best re-

trieval performance regardless of the setup. rrBest is
also the best mixing method as it increases 2.56% the
retrieval results compared to the baseline (classical k-

means BoVW model), in comparison with 1.74% for
rrAll, 1.45 % for rankAll and 2.04% for rankBest.

Early combination: One problem with the late com-
bination is that it requires 4 times as much computation

time since each IG model requires an individual imple-
mentation. We overcome this problem by mixing all the
IG inside the iterative step. We start from the initial

set of 4096 visual words. At each loop of the iterative
steps, we employ all IG models to create Ni sorted lists
of words. Round robin or average rank method is then

applied to create the global sorted list. We then discard
the last 10% of visual words from this list to build the
new candidate vocabulary, that serves as an input for

the next iteration. This procedure is iterated until the
final vocabulary size (256) is reached. This way, only
one iterative step is needed instead of 4 as previously.

In all next experiments, bm25 model is taken out of

consideration due to poor performance. Table 4 presents
the early combination results in comparison to BoVW
model; Both the minimum ranking and the round robin

methods return more positive results as the retrieval
score increases up to 2.37% and 2.41% respectively.

The results presented in both tables show that mix-
ing vocabularies may not always return better retrieval

scores in comparison to a single IG model, but it is close
to the best one. Note also that the construction com-
plexity (offline process) of these improvements is mul-

tiplied by the number of IG model used. However, the

Table 4 Early combination scores

Descriptor Database rrBest rankBest
CM UKB 2.71 (1.1%) 2.71 (1.1%)

PASCAL 25.41 (0.5%) 25.83(2.1%)
Holidays 0.52(4%) 0.51(1.5%)

SIFT UKB 2.26(4%) 2.25(3.8%)
PASCAL 35.57(-0.2%) 35.45(-0.5%)
Holidays 0.34(8.9%) 0.34(8.7%)

CMI UKB 3.04(2.7%) 3.05(3.2%)
PASCAL 29.1(2.0%) 29.2(2.4%)
Holidays 0.53(4.0%) 0.53(3.8%)

OppSIFT UKB 2.39(2.7%) 2.4(3.0%)
PASCAL 34.61(-1.2%) 34.73(-0.9%)
Holidays 0.49(0.4%) 0.48(0.4%))

Mean Diff 2.41% 2.37%

retrieval (online process) is similar to the initial frame-
work and to the BoVW model. Globally, we can con-
clude that mixing vocabularies is a right choice when

there is a lack of knowledge on the nature of database
as well as when several features are used.

Extension to visual phrases

To enhance the performance of BoVW model, an in-
teresting approach consists in using phrases (i.e. groups
of words) to create more discriminative descriptors which

are called visual phrases. Bag of Visual Phrases (BoVP)
model has been proved to outperform the effectiveness
of BoVW model [29], [19]. In [29], authors combine

SIFT and MSER (maximally stable region) detector to
build a new feature. In [19], a visual word is combined
with its nearest neighbours to make visual phrases; the

authors implement several experiments with different
phrase lengths and show that the best result can be
achieved with visual phrases combining 2 or 3 visual

words. Note that most BoVP models use an indexing
structure to speed up the retrieval as BoVP is more
complex than BoVW model, even during the retrieval

process.
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Table 5 Result of Visual Phrases on UKB database

Desc Baseline tf-idf tfc entropy
CMI 3.29 3.36(2.1%) 3.37(2.5%) 3.32(1.2%)
CM 3.02 3.06(1.6%) 3.06(1.3%) 3.07(1.6%)

Our visual phrase algorithm is built upon BoVW

model. First, all keypoints in the image are represented
by their closest visual words in the visual word vocab-
ulary, and then each keypoint in the image is linked to

other keypoints in the spatial neighbourhood to make
visual phrases. In our experiments, the neighbour win-
dows size, set to 10% of the image size, is centered on

the keypoint coordinates. Table 5 shows the result of
our experiment with BoVP model on UKB database
using the vocabularies obtained by different IG models.

Baseline here denotes the BoVP model with k-means-
based BoVW model. The numbers inside brackets indi-
cate the difference in percentage of the retrieval score

by replacing the vocabulary based k-means algorithm
by the one obtained by information model.

We see that, although vocabularies are constructed

based on the information contained in each visual word
individually, they also enhance the performance of BoVP
model where visual words are linked together. This re-

sult once more demonstrates the importance of using
an IG model to construct vocabularies.

Discussion

Results obtained from our exhaustive experiments
are mainly positive towards using IG models to con-

struct a visual vocabulary. Except for the bm25 model,
all others models yield better retrieval scores than the
classical BoVW using k-means clustering algorithm. How-

ever, one can observe a difference in the results with
respect to the datasets.

Indeed, most of PASCAL scores are very close one

to another. The maximum variation is -3.1% for bm25
model using SIFT descriptor, but the variations gener-
ally range from -1% to +1%. This means that for this

dataset, the vocabulary construction methodology has
little impact in our study. This might be due to PAS-
CAL dataset nature which is a classification benchmark

(20 classes) where machine learning techniques are gen-
erally used to obtain a good performance. UKB and
Holidays are retrieval datasets, with similar objects or

scenes to find in the whole collection. Score differences
are much wider, up to +10,4% for Holidays with tfc
model using SIFT descriptor. The results with those

datasets also show the importance of constructing a
good visual vocabulary by selecting an appropriate IG
model. The proposed approach proves a good perfor-

mance with retrieval datasets using a very small vocab-

ulary (256). Such a vocabulary size makes it difficult to

perform well in classification, which explains the results
with PASCAL.

Mixing visual vocabularies built with different IG

models yields promising results. The obtained scores
are mainly higher than classical BoVW showing its in-
terest when no a priori knowledge on the used dataset

or descriptors. Although the selection of visual vocabu-
lary is based on the IG of each individual visual word, it
improves the performance of BoVP where visual words

are linked together to make visual phrases. This result
demonstrates the discriminative power of IG models.

In a last experiment, we have used a saliency model

as a extra weight to build the histogram of visual words
or phrases. Results show that keypoints with higher
saliency value plays a more important role in the re-

trieval process, and thus, saliency values can be use
as a weight to enhance the performance of BoVW and
BoVP. Note that using saliency map as a weight to
build the image signature is just one way of taking ad-

vantage of visual attention models in CBIR tasks. The
potential of visual attention model is still very open and
will be part of future works.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we have described an evaluation study of

four information gain models for the construction of a
visual vocabulary: tf-idf, tfc, bm25 and entropy. Start-
ing with an initial set of randomly-selected candidate

visual words, these models are used to iteratively select
words with highest IG scores, so as to generate the final
vocabulary. The final vocabulary is the set of the best

visual words in term of IG for one specific IG model.
To enhance the performance of our framework, we

propose two extensions: one extension consists in com-

bining several vocabularies obtained with different IG
models in order to further improve the quality, and the
other extension illustrates how the proposed framework

can be applied to visual phrases. This demonstrates
the interest of the proposed framework when no prior
knowledge is available regarding datasets and descrip-

tors. Experiments on different image datasets with sev-
eral widely-used descriptors have demonstrated that ex-
cept for bm25, all other IG-based vocabularies achieve

better results than classical BoVW model.
Future works will focus on the combination of IG

models and saliency models in the word selection pro-

cess, and also for constructing or filtering visual phrases
in order to retain only those composed of informative
and salient words.
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